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The Program 
Experience Tells Us 
Over the last few years, comments made by Scoutmasters in their evaluations have suggested the need for a 
section of helpful hints based on previous experiences at camp. This is a collection of what experience has 
taught us regarding merit badges and advancements:  
 

1. Summer camp is not a merit badge mill, where you pay a fee and get three badges automatically. 
Instead, camp offers merit badges as one portion of the overall program.  

2. You should plan on a 3 – 5 Merit Badges per week per Scout. 
3. The most difficult badges to earn are those requiring a great deal of physical skill, coordination and 

stamina. For example: Lifesaving, Archery, Rifle Shooting, and Shotgun Shooting. 
4. Complete advance written work at home; camp is not the ideal classroom for written work. The 

prepared Scout comes to camp with all written work already done.  
5. Scouts should try doing something new at camp and get a well-rounded experience. For example, 

try a Sci-Tek badge, a Nature badge, an Aquatics badge, and a Scoutcraft badge. 
6. Scouts should keep in mind the physical layout of camp when scheduling classes.  For example, at 

Camp Babcock-Hovey it is not a good idea to schedule Lakefront and Shooting Sports merit badges 
back-to-back because of the demanding walk between those program areas.  

7. You should come to camp prepared. Have patrols already organized. Elect patrol leaders. Work on 
ideas as patrols and have the patrol leaders represent the group at camp. 

8. Your campsite is your home for the week, so work at making it comfortable by bringing banners 
and flags to dress it up. 

9. You should schedule time for rest! That's right. Too often, Units don't take time to sit and enjoy the 
beauty at camp around you. Don't keep such a pace that you miss the trees, the nature, and the 
clean, fresh air.  

10. The best troops show spirit. The troop that comes to camp with ideas, spirit, and challenges make 
the rest of camp come alive. Bring your troop cheer to camp and show everyone that you're 
number one! 

11. Be flexible. Each week nearly 200 Scouts attend camp and while staff is there to meet everyone's 
needs, a Scout is friendly, cheerful, and courteous. We need to practice the Scout Law in camp 
when dealing with others. 

12. Communicate: if you have a special need or want to do something spectacular, tell us about it. 
We'll do everything possible to help you and make your experience the best it can be. 

13. In the event a situation requires you or one of your Scouts to go to the hospital, experience tells us 
that it would be wise to have a photocopy of each troop member's insurance card for more 
efficient processing and faster service.  

14. For your benefit, it would be advisable to have no less than 2 copies of each camper's and leader's 
health forms while at camp -- one for your unit's file and one for the Health Lodge file. 
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Assemblies 
There are three full camp assemblies. The Sunday evening campfire is an introductory one, to meet the staff. 
Friday evening is our closing campfire, where we will conclude most of our program. The final full camp 
assembly is on Saturday morning, where we will have a ring of honor to recognize all that the Scouts and Leaders 
have accomplished that week. Each troop can collect any awards received during the week at this time. Other 
informal non-programed campfires may happen around camp during the week. 

 
Morning and Evening Colors 
We assemble for morning colors at 7:40 AM and for Evening Colors at 5:40 PM. “Class-A” field uniforms are only 
required for evening colors. We encourage Scouts to participate in our flag ceremonies each day -- those 
interested should talk to a staff member prior to the ceremony in which they would like to help.  

 
Afternoon Program 
We have a variety of schedules available for our afternoon program. These schedules are by patrol, and reflect 
that patrol’s interest. For instance, if a patrol of older scouts would like to focus on shooting sports, they can 
select a shooting sports heavy schedule and enjoy extra time in those areas (and less time at other areas of less 
interest). We recommend that these patrols be by age -- they likely will be different from your troop’s actual 
patrols! All first-year campers are encouraged to enroll in the Footsteps of Hiawatha program. Afternoon 
schedules are made at Camp, not online. 

 
Siesta 
From the end of Lunch to 2:00 PM there is a designated siesta time for the entire camp. Troops are expected to 
stay in their campsite and relax to regain energy for the remainder of the day. Card games, reading, and naps are 
highly encouraged. OA Members may have service projects or gatherings during this time. 

 
Evening Program 
Monday and Tuesday night offer a variety of both merit badge and non-merit badge activities. Leaders will 
be given a complete list of non-badge activities at the Sunday night leaders’ meeting. All evening merit 
badges must be registered in the system, and Scouts must attend both nights to complete them (See 
schedule grid below for evening offerings). 
 
Wednesday evening features both our Iron Chef competition and a camp-wide patrol-based challenge that 
everyone is encouraged to participate in (more information will be made available at Camp).  Our vespers 
services are Thursday evening following dinner. After vespers are the Footsteps Mountaintop Experience, 
Adult Shoot, and a camp-wide game at the Camporee Field. Friday evening, troops are invited at the end of 
the day to our closing campfire. 
 
Evening Grid Schedule 

Special Programs   Monday Tuesday 

Blind Hike - max 20 Starts 9:15 at Nature X X 

Open Archery - max 14  X X 

Chess Tournament - 24 max Dining Hall (Chess MB will partake)  X 

Black Powder / Muzzle loader - 12 max  X X 

Open Boating - 20 Max NO swimming / trampoline* X X 

Gaga - 35 max Game Field X X 
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Iron Chef Challenge 
On Wednesday, troops prepare and eat dinner in their campsite. Troops are encouraged to invite staff to eat 

with them (Scouts can have dinner with their favorite staff!). Cold storage for troop food is available -- please ask 

the Head Chef for assistance during your Sunday camp tour. Each patrol will receive a secret ingredient during 

lunch to include in dinner. A panel of staff judges will evaluate the dishes and declare a winner -- the winning 

patrol will earn bonus points for the camp-wide challenge that night! Hot dogs are also available upon request.  

 

Themed Clothing Days 
One of the methods of Scouting is the uniform. A uniform gives 

Scouts a common identity, but also looks great in group 

pictures. Each day of the week has a different theme for the 

Scouts to add and compliment their uniforms with.  

 
 “The Event” 
Wednesday evening join the entirety of Babcock Hovey in the Camporee Field for some fun and games!  Starting 

at 7:15, all Scouts from all Troops will work together in a camp-wide competition!  “The Event” is an opportunity 

for all Scouts (and Scouters) to meet new friends and strengthen their teambuilding skills.  Further information 

will be provided at the Senior Patrol Leader meetings.  

 
Jam Session and Field Games 
Is music your forte?  Bring your musical instrument and harmonious attitude to the Stage after vespers on 

Thursday evening and jam out like the rock star you are! 

Are field games your forte?  Join us in the Camporee Field after vespers on Thursday evening for a game of 

capture the flag, Frisbee, volleyball, or any game you want to play! 

 

 

 
  

Monday 2019 Camp Shirt Day  

Tuesday  Crazy Hat Day 

Wednesday  OA/Venture Shirt Day 

Thursday Dress Like a Rock Star  

Friday   Oldest Camp Shirt Day 
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The Chapel 
A Scout is Reverent: Babcock-Hovey has a beautiful outdoor chapel, available any time throughout the week. A 

chaplain serves the camp each week.  The non-denominational vespers service is held Thursday night after 

dinner, to which all Scouts and Leaders are encouraged to attend.  Offerings made at the service go toward the 

Camp Babcock-Hovey Bible Fund, started decades ago to provide holy books from all faiths for any Scout that 

cannot afford one of their own. 

Order of the Arrow 
The Order of the Arrow and the Tshcipey Achtu Lodge are ever-present 

in ceremonies and service at Babcock-Hovey. Members of the Order 

have ample opportunity at Camp to enjoy Wimachtendienk, 

Wingolauchsik, and Witahemui (brotherhood, cheerfulness, and service).  

OA IN CAMP: Tschipey Achtu runs a full-week OA program at Hovey, led 

by the OA Camp Representative. During the siesta on Monday and 

Tuesday, the OA Rep will lead a service project (all Arrowmen are 

welcome). During siesta on Wednesday is the OA Party: Ice cream! OA trading post! Fellowship! Chess! Cards! 

Brotherhood! Wednesday is also OA Day, which recognizes members of Scouting’s National Honor Society. Wear 

an OA Class-B shirt during the day, and wear your OA sash to dinner! 

OA ELECTIONS: Council Units are encouraged to help restore a great tradition by signing up for your Unit’s OA 

Elections at summer camp. In-council Unit Leaders must let the Camp OA Representative know at Registration or 

during Sunday night dinner.  Units must have at least 50% of their unit attending to hold the election. Elections 

will be held late Sunday and Monday evenings, unless otherwise requested. 

OA BROTHERHOOD CEREMONY: On Wednesday night, the lodge offers a Brotherhood Ceremony. If you or your 

Scouts are members of Tschipey Achtu Lodge and have been an Ordeal Member for at least 10 months by 

Wednesday of your week at camp, then you are eligible to go through the Brotherhood Ceremony! All 

Brotherhood and Vigil Arrowmen are welcome and encouraged to attend the ceremony, regardless of his or her 

home lodge. More information will be announced during the meals.  

QUESTIONS: The Camp OA Rep will be on hand to answer any and all OA questions you may have, from “what is 

the OA?” to “how does someone get nominated for the Founder’s Award?”. Seek out the OA Rep with any of 

your OA queries! 
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Hiawatha Programs 
Footsteps of Hiawatha 
(The First-Year Camper Program) 

 

The Footsteps of Hiawatha is Babcock-Hovey’s first-year camper program. Its 

purpose is twofold. First, the program is Babcock-Hovey’s main resource for first 

year campers, and gives those scouts the chance to explore every program area 

in camp. Second, the program aids rank advancement, offering the opportunity 

to complete requirements for Tenderfoot, Second Class, and First Class rank that 

may be hard to complete during regular unit meetings. 

 

Footsteps of Hiawatha runs as a part of the afternoon program, and is based in 

the Native American Culture area (also known as NAC). First year campers new 

to the Scouting program are encouraged to register for Footsteps prior to 

arriving to camp. Units that have six or more Scouts in the Footsteps program 

are encouraged to send a Unit Leader as well, in order to help out with their 

patrol.  

 

The first afternoon session involves setting up the participants into different Footsteps patrols.  Scouts will work 

together in their patrols all week to earn points. We have found that using a system of incentivization leads to 

Footsteppers completing more requirements than not, and we have great faith in our system. These points are 

earned by patrols completing rank requirements, and can be spent on a variety of activities and lucrative prizes 

(cobbler delivered to their campsite, soak their favorite staffer with water balloons, play traditional Native 

American games, shoot BB guns, go fishing, etc). Patrols give themselves names, flags, and yells (all Tenderfoot 

requirements), then set off to different program areas as a patrol to enjoy various activities for the rest of the 

week. They will have daily time at the NAC area to complete more requirements. 

 

All aquatic requirements will be done with the Footsteps of Hiawatha patrols Tuesday and Thursday at the pool 

during the first afternoon session (this may be revised in the case of a storm). Wednesday afternoon, 

Footsteppers partake in the 5-mile hike around Camp. This can be a difficult requirement to complete at home, 

and we highly encourage all Footsteppers to take advantage of the opportunity! 

 

We think this program is both exciting and challenging for the Footsteppers. In order to participate, Scouts must 

be registered through our on-line system, just like with Merit Badges.  

 

While we work towards enabling the Footsteppers with basic scout skills, it is still the responsibility of the unit to 

sign the Scout’s handbook. Upon checkout, you will be provided an attendance report and a listing of skills 

covered for your evaluation of your Scout’s new skills. 

 

Scouts who only need to work on certain requirements can visit in the afternoon to work on only those 

requirements. Please consult the area staff for more information. 
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Paths of Hiawatha  
Hiawatha’s Warriors is a unique honor camper program begun in 2015, and 
available only at Camp Babcock Hovey. The program has tracks for both 
campers, adults & units. 

It offers 3 levels of recognition with distinct ceremonies and awards. The 

Warriors program is designed to enrich the summer camp experience by 

introducing Hovey & Finger Lakes history and lore, and by promoting 

environmental awareness and advancement, while reinforcing the aims 

and methods of Scouting. 

 Warrior’s Path – For scouts 

 Chieftain Path – For leaders 

 Baden-Powell/Babcock’s Best – For patrols and units 

Warrior’s Path 
(Honor Scout) 

A program for all Scouts to challenge themselves in getting the most out of camp. Each year a Scout attends 

camp, he or she can travel further down the path to becoming a warrior. It is an honor that only dedicated 

Scouts can earn. 

Hiawatha Chieftain 
(Honor Leader) 

Summer camp is not just for the Scouts -- leaders should have fun too! The Hiawatha Chieftain ensures leaders 

get that chance. Like the youth recognition, Leaders must meet certain criteria to be eligible for this award. This 

is a chance for leaders to show their Scouts that they can do more than just drink coffee and sit around camp. A 

sample of these requirements is at end of this manual. 

Baden-Powell Patrol  
(Honor Patrol) 

In 1995, we began a program to encourage patrols to work together. By meeting certain criteria, patrols will be 

eligible to earn the Baden Powell Patrol segment to wear on their uniform. The requirements are listed on the 

score sheet that is included in the forms section of this manual. All members of the patrol who meet those 

requirements will receive a certificate and the Baden Powell Patrol segment. If you are in need of materials to 

complete any of the requirements, please see the Program Director.  A sample of these requirements is at end 

of this manual.  

Babcock’s Best  
(Honor Troop) 

Troops who go above and beyond in their camp program are eligible to be named one of Babcock’s Best. This 

honor goes to troops who come to camp with a lot of Scout Spirit and let it shine all week. Certain requirements 

must be met to earn this honor, one being that all of your patrols earn Baden-Powell Status. Troops completing 

all the requirements will receive a special Honor Ribbon and will be recognized at the Friday night campfire. A 

sample of these requirements is at end of this manual.   
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Merit Badge Program 
How to Register for Merit Badges 
Camp Babcock Hovey uses an online system to manage payments and schedule merit badges. To register a Scout 
for merit badge classes there must be enough funds paid to register a Scout in full for camp. More exact 
information will be provided as registration draws nearer.  

Merit Badge Sessions 
All merit badge sessions are 45 minutes long. There are four merit badge sessions, all in the morning. There is 
almost no travel time between sessions 1 & 2 or between sessions 3 & 4 -- sessions 1 & 2, then, are grouped 
together as “Block A”, and 3 & 4 are “Block B”. Some merit badges require 2 sessions each day, meaning an 
entire block is dedicated to that badge each day (a complete list is below). As Babcock-Hovey’s different 
program areas are spread across camp, these blocks of 2 sessions should be scheduled by area to ensure that 
both merit badge sessions are taught in the same location. Otherwise, it is very improbable for a scout to be 
able to be on time to his or her classes. 

 

Session 1: 9:00 - 9:45 Block A 
9:00 -10:30 

Session 2: 9:45 - 10:30 

10 MINUTE TRAVEL TIME 

Session 3: 10:40 - 11:25 Block B 
10:40 -12:10 

Session 4: 11:25 - 12:10 

 

Note that some merit badges are combined into one session, such as Art merit badge and Sculpture merit 
badge. This means that Scouts will earn both of these merit badges, during the same session. 

All evening merit badges take two sessions, one on Monday and one on Tuesday. Exceptions will be made clear 
during registration. 

Merit Badge Expectations 
All Scouts should be prepared: bring a pen or pencil and a good attitude; be respectful of counselors, fellow 

scouts, and yourself; arrive on time (imperative with the busy schedule) and prepared; bring your merit badge 

book (if purchased). 

If a merit badge requires extra time, a scout will need to do additional work outside of the class. This can include 

extra time shooting if a scout has not qualified, the overnight excursion for Wilderness Survival, preparing 

Cooking merit badge meals at Scoutcraft, or other circumstances as they arise. 
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Merit Badge Recommendations 
Not all merit badges are included in these recommendations. Prerequisites and age/rank requirements are listed 

further down, with the merit badge descriptions. Each Scout is different, and some will be ready for different 

merit badges before others. The final decision resides between the Scout and Scoutmaster.  Below are our 

recommendations to ensure that a merit badge is not too easy, or too challenging, for any Scout. 

 Level 1  
– easiest badges to complete 

Level 2  
– not too difficult, but requires effort 

Level 3  
– challenging, difficult concepts, and/or 
time-consuming 

N
ew

 
Sc

o
u

ts
 American Cultures, 

Disability Awareness, 
Scouting Heritage 

Art/Sculpture, Basketry, 
Fingerprinting Indian Lore, 
Leatherwork, Mammal Study, 
Textile 

American Heritage, Chess, Fire 
Safety, Movie Making,  

Se
co

n
d

 Y
ea

r 
C

am
p

er
s 

Game Design, Mining in 
Society, Public Health, 
Reptile and Amphibian 
Study, 

Animation, Bugling, 
Exploration, Fish and Wildlife 
Management, Forestry, 
Geocaching/Orienteering, 
Kayaking, Music, Sports, 
Signs Signals and Codes, 
Small Boat Sailing, Water 
Sports, Weather, 

Archery, Camping, Citizenship in 
the Nation, Communication, 
Cooking, Environmental 
Science, First Aid, Fishing, 
Inventing, Journalism, Nature, 
Pioneering, Swimming, 
Wilderness Survival, 
Woodcarving, 

Th
ir

d
 

Ye
ar

 
C

am
p

er
s Archaeology, Digital 

Technology, Insect Study, 
Nuclear Science 

Astronomy, Bird Study, Golf, 
Photography, Robotics, Rifle 
Shooting, Space Exploration, 
Rowing 

Citizenship in the World, 
Emergency 
Preparedness/Search and 
Rescue, Sustainability 

Fo
u

rt
h

 
Ye

ar
 

C
am

p
er

s Electronics, Salesmanship Canoeing, Shotgun Shooting,  Backpacking, Chemistry, 
Lifesaving, Motorboating 

 

Schedule Notes 
CRUCIAL: Because there is no travel time within Block A and Block B, Scouts should register each block by 

area. That is, Scouts should schedule session 1 & 2 in the same area, and session 3 & 4 in the same area. 

A complete schedule of merit badges can be found on the following pages: grey boxes with a number indicate 

when a badge is offered and how many seats there are in that session. Note double-session badges, such as Rifle 

Shooting. In the merit badge descriptions, some merit badges qualify for National Awards -- see “Special 

Programs” at the end of the guide. 

Various non-merit badge programs are offered during the day, such as Snorkeling BSA, which is a certification 

and an award. If a Scout would like to improve his or her swimming abilities, registration is available for swim 

lessons during the second session.  
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Daily Program Schedule: 
 Session 1 Session 2  Session 3 Session 4  Afternoon  Evening 

Aquatics – LAKEFRONT 

BSA Stand Up Paddleboarding Award         8 

Canoeing MB * 16         

Kayaking MB *    8      

Motorboating MB *    8     

Rowing MB *  16        

Small Boat Sailing MB *    8     

Snorkel BSA     16     

Water Sports MB * 8        

Open Boating       Open  Open 

Open Swim       Open   

Aquatics – POOL 

Lifesaving MB *    16     

Mile Swim       8   

Swim Lessons  16        

Swimming MB * 16  16     

Open Swim       Open  Open 

ATV 

ATV Rider Course Program       T, W, & Th Only   

Native American Culture (NAC) 

American Culture MB *         16 

American Heritage MB *         16 

Archaeology MB *     16     

Art MB * / Sculpture MB  20   20     

Basketry MB    16      

Footsteps of Hiawatha       Open   

Indian Lore MB     16     

Leatherwork MB 8 8  8      

Scouting Heritage MB *  16        

Textile MB 16         

Wood Carving MB * 8   8      

Nature 

Bird Study MB * 16         

Environmental Science MB    16     

Fish and Wildlife Management MB * 16         

Fishing MB * 16         

Forestry MB *    16      

Insect Study MB *    16      

Leave No Trace 101         16 

Mammal Study MB  16        

Mining in Society MB  16        

Nature MB *     16     

Nature Hikes       Open   

Reptile & Amphibian Study MB *  16        

Sustainability MB *         16 

Weather MB *     16     

Italics indicate non-merit badge activity 
Bold indicates Eagle-Required merit badge 

An Asterisk * indicates pre-requisites required 
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 Session 1 Session 2  Session 3 Session 4  Afternoon  Evening 

Penn Yan Porch 

Bugling MB         16 

Chess MB         24 

Disabilities Awareness MB *         Open 

Journalism MB *     16     

Music MB *         16 

Salesmanship MB     16     

Personal Fitness 

Citizenship in the Nation MB *    16      

Citizenship in the World MB     16     

Communication MB * 16        

Emergency Preparedness MB*/Search 
and Rescue MB* 

   16     

Field Games       Open  Open 

First Aid MB * 16  16     

Golf MB  16        

Public Health MB 16         

Sports MB *         16 

Sci-Tek 

Animation MB     16     

Astronomy MB         24 

Chemistry MB     16     

Digital Technology MB *    16      

Electronics MB 16         

Fingerprinting MB         24 

Game Design MB 16         

Inventing MB *  16        

Moviemaking MB  16        

Nuclear Science MB    16      

Photography MB *    16      

Robotics MB 16        

Space Exploration MB     16     

Scoutcraft 

Backpacking MB *     16     

Camping MB *  16        

Cooking MB * 12        

Exploration MB 16         

Fire Safety MB *         16 

Geocaching MB */ Orienteering MB *    20     

Pioneering MB    16     

Signs, Signals, & Codes MB    16      

Totin’ Chip / Firem’n Chit / Paul Bunyan         Open 

Wilderness Survival MB * 16        

Shooting Sports 

Air Rifle (BB Gun)       Open   

Archery MB 16  16     

Black Powder / Muzzleloader         12 

Rifle Shooting MB 16  16     

Shotgun Shooting MB 12  12     

Open Shooting         Open 

Italics indicate non-merit badge activity 
Bold indicates Eagle-Required merit badge  An Asterisk * indicates pre-requisites required 
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Program Areas 
Aquatics 
Merit Badges 
Babcock-Hovey has both a wonderful lakefront, covering a half-mile of gorgeous Seneca Lake, and a 100,000 

gallon pool centrally located in Camp. Swimming and Lifesaving Merit Badges are offered at the pool, while the 

various boating badges are at the lakefront. All aquatic badges require that a Scout achieve the level of Swimmer 

(blue tag) on their swimmer’s test before undertaking the merit badge.  If any Scout is unable to complete his or 

her swimmer’s test, swim lessons are available at the pool everyday during session two. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL WATER ACTIVITIES AT THE LAKEFRONT REQUIRE THE USE OF CLOSED-TOE WATER 

SHOES. NO EXCEPTIONS CAN BE MADE TO THIS IMPORTANT SAFETY RULE! 

Aquatics - Lakefront   

    

 

Canoeing  
Session 1  

Bring a friend down to the lake and master art and skill of 
canoeing!  Physical strength and stamina are required. It is 
highly recommended that CPR instruction be completed 
prior to camp.  

 
 

National Outdoor Badge: Aquatics. 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge  

Requirement 2 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 

 

 

 

Kayaking 
Session 3  

Glide on top of the waters of Seneca Lake in one of our 
kayaks!  This merit badge can be earned concurrently with 
the Kayaking BSA Award, but earning one does not 
automatically qualify the Scout as earning the other. 

 

National Outdoor Badge: Aquatics. 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge  

Requirement 2 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 

 

Motor 
Boating 
Block B 

Two-hour session.  With the fun of operating a motor boat 
comes the responsibility for keeping that boat in first-class 
condition, knowing and obeying the nautical "rules of the 
road," and gaining the general knowledge and skills to 
operate a boat safely. 

 
 
 

Nova: Start Your Engines | National Outdoor Badge: Riding. 

Scouts 13+ years old. 
 

$20 Fuel fee 
 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge  
 

Requirement 2a 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 
 

Requirement 4a 
(boating safety course) 

 

Rowing  
Session 2 

Rowing is the use of oars as a means of propelling boats, 
and has grown from a basic method of transportation to a 
competitive sport and an enjoyable method of exercising. 

 

 

Nova: Start Your Engines | National Outdoor Badge for Aquatics. 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge  

Requirement 2 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 

 

Small-Boat 
Sailing  
Block B 

Two-hour session.  Sailing is one of the most enjoyable 
pastimes on the open water. The quiet and peacefulness 
of Seneca Lake can provide a pleasant break from 
everyday life. However, smooth sailing requires paying 
careful attention to safety.  

 

Nova: Start Your Engines | National Outdoor Badge: Aquatics. 

Scouts 13+ years old. 
 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge  

Requirement 2 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 
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Water Sports 
Block A 

Two-hour session.  Water sports are a fun and exhilarating 
way to enjoy being outdoors while developing strength, 
coordination, and fitness. By developing experience with 
water sports and practicing good judgment, Scouts will 
gain skills that will serve them well for a lifetime (and have 
extreme fun while they do so)! 

Scouts 13+ years old. 
 

$20 Fuel fee 
 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge  

Requirement 3 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 

 

Aquatics - Pool 
  

    

 Lifesaving  
Block B 

 

Required for Eagle (alternate). Two-hour session. A 
Challenging merit badge that requires physical strength 
and stamina.  Scouts will learn the proper method and 
procedure to assist those involved in water accidents.  

 

Prerequisites: 
Swimming merit 
badge and completion 
of swimmer’s test 
 

Requirement 1a 

 
Swimming  
Block A 

Block B  

Required for Eagle (alternate). Two-hour session.  
Prerequisite for all other aquatics merit badges. Scouts will 
learn about safety when swimming and diving, and gain 
some competitive swimming skills.  Requires that 
participants have a strong swimming ability and 
endurance.  

Prerequisites:  

Requirement 2 
(completion of 
swimmer’s test) 

 

Special Programs 
The Aquatics program at Babcock-Hovey begins at dawn and ends late in the day. In addition to traditional 

boating activities (kayaks, canoes, paddle boards, sunfish), Babcock Hovey also offers wakeboarding, water 

skiing, knee boarding, tubing and motorboat tours, as well as a water trampoline in the free swim area.  

 

Aqua Course 
Afternoon 

Attempt the Aqua course: Climb the iceberg, battle the log, or bounce on the trampoline.  
It is a water challenge that has a ton of fun! 

 Mile Swim 
BSA  
Afternoon 

 

(Not a merit badge) Mile Swim prepares a swimmer and escort for a distance swim over 
open water. Requires four hours of training and preparation. Participants must have 
already earned the swimming merit badge and they must swim all the preliminary ‘build 
up’ swims prior to attempting the Mile Swim over an approved measured course. The 
buildup swims need to be scheduled with the Aquatics staff.  

 
Snorkeling 
BSA  
Session 4 

 

 

(Not a merit badge) Snorkeling BSA introduces Scouts and Scouters to special skills, 
equipment, and safety precautions associated with snorkeling; encourages the 
development of aquatic skills which promote fitness and recreation; and lays a solid skill 
and knowledge foundation for those who will later participate in more advanced 
underwater activities.  
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 BSA Lifeguard  

 

BSA lifeguard certification classes are designed as a “professional” lifeguarding 
certification. This class is intended for young Scouts who may eventually want to work on 
camp staff. Prior approval from the Aquatics Director is required for participation.  

 

Open Boating 
Afternoon 

Evening (M, T) 

Have an opportunity to take out paddleboards, kayaks and other small boats. This is a 
great time for those who have earned merit badges to refresh and relax on Seneca Lake.  

 Polar Bear 

Early Morning 

Each morning at 6:30, there is the opportunity to join the “Polar Bears” for an early dip 

in the lake. Scouts and Leaders of all swimming levels can go one day or all five and earn 

their way up to the “Ursa Major”, the best of all polar bears. Polar Bear is open to all 

swimming abilities.  

 

Second & First Class Aquatic Requirements  
These rank requirements are offered to all Scouts that need them on Tuesday and Thursday at 2:00 pm through 

the Footsteps to Hiawatha program.  Any Scout interested in attempting these requirements should ask for 

more information from either an Aquatics or Footsteps staff member. 

  

 Second Class 

5a. Tell what precautions must be taken for a safe swim. 

5b. Demonstrate your ability to pass the BSA beginner test: Jump feetfirst into water over your head in depth, 

level off and swim 25 feet on the surface, stop, turn sharply, resume swimming, then return to your 

starting place. 

5c. Demonstrate water rescue methods by reaching with your arm or leg, by reaching with a suitable object, 

and by throwing lines and objects. 

5d. Explain why swimming rescues should not be attempted when a reaching or throwing rescue is possible. 

Explain why and how a rescue swimmer should avoid contact with the victim. 

 

 First Class 

6a. Successfully complete the BSA swimmer test. 

6b. Tell what precautions must be taken for a safe trip afloat. 

6c. Identify the basic parts of a canoe, kayak, or other boat. Identify the parts of a paddle or an oar. 

6d. Describe proper body positioning in a watercraft, depending on the type and size of the vessel. Explain 

the importance of proper body position in the boat. 

6e. With a helper and a practice victim, show a line rescue both as tender and as rescuer. (The practice 

victim should be approximately 30 feet from shore in deep water.) 
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Native American Culture (NAC) 

Merit Badges 
The Native American Culture (NAC) area focuses on teaching Scouts both the skills and culture of early America.  

At NAC, Scouts will be able to create a variety of handicrafts, as well as experience Native American culture.  

NAC is located on the main road across from Archery.  

 

American 

Culture 

Evening (M, T) 

The United States is a nation of immigrants, and each 
American has a different story to tell.  Scouts will learn 
about the different racial, cultural, national, and ethnic 
backgrounds that make up America. 

 

Prerequisites: 

Requirement 1 

 

American 

Heritage 

Evening (M, T) 

 

Every Scout has a duty to Country, and every American 
has a heritage dating back before 1776.  Scouts will delve 
into the history of America and learn what it truly means 
to be an American.   

Prerequisites: 

Requirement 3c 

 

Archaeology 

Session 4 

 

It is one thing to read about history, but it is entirely 
different when you discover it on your own.  Scouts will 
use the clues people left behind throughout history to 
determine how historic societies lived.  

Prerequisites: 

Requirement 7 

   Art / Sculpture 

         Session 2 

Combined class. Scouts will learn how to express their 
ideas, tell a story, and recreate life using pictures and 
clay.  Scouts will have the chance to paint, draw, sketch, 
and mold. 

 

 

$9.00 for supplies 
 

Prerequisites: 

Requirement 6 (Art) 

 

Basketry  

Session 3 

An excellent merit badge for young scouts. Scouts will 
use weaving skills to make a basket and a stool. Requires 
dexterity, but teaches patience. 

 

$11.50 for stool kit 

and $ 6.00 for 

basket kit 

 

Indian Lore  

Session 4 

America was inhabited long before the arrival of 
Christopher Columbus. Scouts will learn about the 
culture, history, lives, and arts of various Native 
American groups. 

$15.00 for a kit 

 

Leatherwork  

Session 1, 2, or 3 

Good for young Scouts. Leatherwork merit badge 
explores the history of leather and its uses. Scouts will 
make a useful item, such as a knife pouch.  

$7.00 for supplies 
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Scouting 

Heritage 

Session 2  

A great introduction to Scouting!  Through Scouting 
Heritage, Scouts will learn about the history of Scouts 
BSA, starting with Lord Baden-Powell, and discuss how it 
has evolved over the past 100 years. 

 

Prerequisites: A 

collection of 

patches and/or 

Scouting 

memorabilia 
 

Requirement 5  

 

Textile 

Session 1 

  

We use fibers and fabrics everyday, most often without a 
second thought about how they were made or where 
they come from.  Scouts will learn about the importance 
of textiles and the different fabrics, as well as weave a 
textile project (such as a belt, headband, or placemat). 

 $5.00 for supplies  
 

 

 

Wood Carving 

Session 1 or 3  

  

It is both a skill and an art to shape wood into a design.  
Scouts will use sharp knives to create wooden items 
(such as a neckerchief slide).  Not recommended for first 
year Scouts, as they need to have earned Totin’ Chip 
already.  Any personal knives used must be sharp. 

 $8.00 for supplies  
 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 2a 
(Totin’ Chip) 

 

Special Programs 
The activities at NAC are not just for younger Scouts, but for Scouts (and Scouters) of all ages!  Visit NAC during 

your free time in order to make and bring a handicraft home or to experience Native American culture.  

 

Footsteps of 
Hiawatha 
Afternoon 

Babcock Hovey’s first-year camper program.  Scouts will both learn about the different 
areas of camp as well as practice basic scout skills.  Scouts interested in participating 
should register online. 

 

Pow Wow 
Evening (Monday) 

 

A Pow Wow is a large gathering and celebration of Native American culture; what better 
way is there to make new friends and meet the NAC staff!?  Visit NAC on Monday 
evening to learn about the history and significance of a Pow Wow, while participating in 
traditional Native dances.  
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Nature 
Merit Badges  
With almost 300 acres to explore at Babcock Hovey, you’re bound to run into some of our native plants and 

animal friends!  At the Nature Lodge, Scouts will be able to learn about and experience the natural world 

firsthand.  Interested in taking a hike with your troop?  Ask a Nature staff member to tag along and point out the 

natural uniqueness of Babcock Hovey. 

 

Bird Study 
Session 1 

Birds are among the most fascinating creatures on Earth. 
Many are beautifully colored. Others are accomplished 
singers. Many of the most important discoveries about 
birds and how they live have been made by amateur 
birders. 

 

Supernova Award 

A notebook is required 
 

Prerequisites:  

Requirement 5 

 

 
Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Environmental 
Science  
Block B 

  

Required for Eagle (alternate). Two-hour session. Since its 
inception, Scouts BSA has taught more than 110 million 
young environmental scientists about the workings of the 
environment around us. Due to the amount of material 
covered, this class covers a great deal of complex material 
relatively quickly.  

 

Supernova Award | World Conservation Award 

Scouts 12+ years old 
 

Paper and pen are 
required 

 

 
Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Fish & Wildlife 
Management  
Session 1 

Wildlife management is the science and art of managing 
wildlife, both animals and plants, with which we share our 
planet. Requires some written work and a conservation 
project. Scouts should bring old shoes to wear while 
working on the project.  

 

Supernova Award | World Conservation Award 

Prerequisites:  

Requirement 5 

 

 
 

Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Fishing 
Session 1 

“Every Scout ought to be able to fish to get food for 
himself. A tenderfoot who starved on the bank of a river 
full of fish would look very silly, yet it might happen to one 
who had never learned to catch fish.” 

 

- Robert Baden-Powell in Scouting for Boys 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 9 

 

 
Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Forestry  
Session 3 

Requires a leaf collection. Scouts should bring a notebook 
in which to mount the leaves. Scouts will also take several 
hikes during class to different areas of the camp for 
observations.  

 

Supernova Award 

A notebook is required 
 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 5 and 8 

 

Insect Study 
Session 3 

This class covers the strange and fascinating world of the 
insect. Meet tiny creatures with tremendous strength and 
speed, and learn how they see, hear, taste, smell, and feel 
the world around them. 

 

William T. Hornaday Award 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 5, 9, 
and 10 
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Mammal 
Study  
Session 2 

Explore the fascinating world of mammals: some are big, 
some are small, but all share the world in which we live 
(and we’re mammals too!).  A great merit badge for 
younger scouts. Requires some written work and a 
conservation project.  

 

Supernova Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Mining in 
Society 

Session 2 

Mining has been an important part of our nation since the 
19th century.  Scouts will learn about the history of mining, 
as well as its methods, strategies, and needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nature  
Session 4 

Excellent introductory merit badge to ecology and the 
Nature Area. Requires some hiking.  

 

 
 

Supernova Award 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 4 

 

 

 

Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Reptile and 
Amphibian 
Study  
Session 2 

Reptiles and amphibians may seem similar on the outside, 
but they are vastly different!  Scouts will learn about the 
physical and behavioral differences between reptiles and 
amphibians, as well as create drawings to showcase these 
differences.  

 

Supernova Award 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 8 

 

Sustainability 
Evening (M, T) 

 

Required for Eagle (alternate). This badge focuses on 
lifestyle adaptations in which we can use our planet’s 
natural resources more wisely.  In order to discuss 
resources, Scouts may need to bring a water and energy 
bill to camp.  Requirement 5 needs to be completed with 
the Scout’s family after completing the other 
requirements, and as a result must be completed after 
camp. 

 

NOVA Shoot! | Supernova Award 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 1 and 2  
 

Postrequisites: 
Requirement 5 

 

Weather  
Session 2 

Meteorology is the study of “things that fall from the sky”.  
Scouts will learn about the circumstances necessary to 
create the different weather conditions we experience 
every day.  Scouts will be required to create a weather 
instrument and keep a weather log. 

 

NOVA Shoot! | Nova: Designed to crunch! | Supernova Award 

A notebook is required 
 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 9 

 

 
 

Extra time may be 
needed 
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Special Programs  
Our environment and the need to conserve it is an important part of the Scouting program. Taking advantage of 

the many programs at Nature is an excellent way for Scouts to get the full Babcock Hovey experience.  

 

Blind Hikes 

Evening (M, T) 

Every day we experience nature and its beautiful sights to behold… but there’s more to 

nature than what you can see.  Join the Nature staff as they guide you through Babcock 

Hovey to experience it with one sense missing:  HEAR the wildlife, FEEL the wind, SMELL 

the plants, and TASTE nature in a way you have never seen before. 

 

Hiking Trails  

 

The Owl, The Beaver, The Turtle, The Raccoon and The Turkey trails are all wonderful 

trails to see the true beauty that is in nature.  Take a friend hiking along our trails or ask 

the Nature staff to guide you on a Ravine Hike through the cool shadows and natural 

wonder. Study the formations, follow in Bigfoot’s footsteps, see the waterfalls, and more. 

 

Leave No 

Trace 101 

Evening (M, T) 

Leave No Trace is a set of 7 principles that help Scouts to enjoy the outdoors while also 

minimizing his or her impact on the environment.  By participating in this 3-hour training 

course, Scouts and Scouters will earn a certificate and the knowledge of how to travel 

through nature without disturbing it.  Requires some hiking.  

 

Outdoor 

Ethics 

The Outdoor Ethics Awareness Award is designed to introduce awareness of Outdoor 

Ethics by learning about Outdoor Ethics, Leave No Trace, and Tread Lightly! 
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Penn Yan Porch: 
Merit Badges  
The following badges meet at Penn Yan Lodge’s porch on the first day (and may meet at other locations 

throughout the week). 

 

Bugling 
Evening (M, T) 

Interested in waking up your troop every morning?  
Learn the history of the bugle as you practice famous 
bugle calls such as Reveille, Retreat, and Taps. 

 

 

Bringing your own 
bugle is 
recommended (but 
not necessary) 

 

Chess 
Evening (M, T) 

Come learn the game of kings!  Practice, strategize, and 
compete with other Scouts at the game that has 
fascinated humans for over 2,000 years. 

 

 

Nova: Designed to crunch! 

Chess competition 
will be Tuesday 
evening at the 
Stage 

 

Disabilities 
Awareness 
Evening (Monday) 

Look around at the Scouts in your unit, the members of 
your sports team, and the kids in your class - you will see 
that each person has his or her own personalities, 
distinct interests and ideas, different physical features, 
and different strengths and needs. 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 2 and 
4 

 

 

Journalism 
Session 4 

 

One thing is for sure about journalism: it is never boring. 
For a reporter, almost every day is different from the last. 
One day you might interview the mayor of the city, the 
next day report on a car accident, and the day after that 
preview a new movie. 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 2 

 

 

Music 
Evening (M, T) 

 

The history of music is tied to the history of people.  As 
human civilization has evolved throughout the years, so 
has music.  Learn about the different styles of music and 
practice how to perform them.  

 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 3 

 

 

Salesmanship 
Session 4 

 

By studying salesmanship, Scouts can learn self-
confidence, motivation, friendliness, and the persistence 
necessary to overcome obstacles and solve problems.  
Scouts will practice the skills they learn in the Trading 
Post. 
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Special Programs  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATV 
 
All-terrain vehicles (ATVs) are defined as "motorized recreational cycles with three or 
four large, soft tires, designed for off-road use on a variety of terrains." Through this 
program, Scouts will learn in a controlled environment how to safely handle and 
operate an ATV. 
 
Additional Fee: $40.00 
Minimum Age: 14 
 
NOTE: Participants are required to complete the online ATV E-course prior to 
camp and submit the E-Course Certificate of Completion upon arrival to 
camp. Need to create a login and password to complete the course. Link for 
the training: https://cbt.svia.org/login/index.php  
 
Participants also need to completed and have their parent(s) sign the 
Participation and Hold-Harmless Agreement: 
https://scoutingevent.com/attachment/BSA397/document_15520730180_4388.pd  
 

  

https://cbt.svia.org/login/index.php
https://scoutingevent.com/attachment/BSA397/document_15520730180_4388.pd
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Personal Fitness 

Merit Badges 
A Scout always promises to keep him or herself physically fit, and Personal Fitness is the place to do so!  At 

Personal Fitness, Scouts can practice athleticism and healthy competition in the Camporee Field as well as 

working towards the rank of Eagle at this centrally located program area. 

 

Citizenship in 
the Nation 
Session 3 

Required for Eagle. Scouts will learn how to become 
active citizens, be aware of their liberties and rights, how 
to participate in government and protect our freedom, 
and stand up for individual rights on behalf of all 
American citizens. 

Prerequisites: 

Requirement 2 

 

Citizenship in 
the World 
Session 4 

 

Required for Eagle. Scouts will learn the meaning and 
importance of global citizenship, including the basic 
ideas of international cooperation and government, the 
impacts of globalization, and how national pride 
functions in a worldwide society. 

 

 

Communication 
Block A 

 

Required for Eagle. Two-hour session. Communication is 
absolutely key for our modern world, and it is a skill 
shared by all great leaders. Scouts will learn skills and 
techniques for good communication, how to make good 
impressions, and how to understand the media. 

Prerequisites: 

Requirements 5, 7, 

and 8 

 Emergency 
Preparedness 
/Search and 
Rescue 
Block B 

Required for Eagle (alternate). Combined class and two-
hour session. Earning this merit badge helps a Scout to 
be prepared by learning the actions that can be helpful 
and needed before, during, and after an emergency. 

 

Outdoor Badge for Adventure. 

Prerequisites:         

E-Prep 

Requirements 1, 2b, 

2c, 6c, and 8b  
 

SAR Requirement 6a 

 

First Aid 

Block A or B 

 

Required for Eagle. Two-hour session. First aid can help 
save lives and limbs. Scouts will learn some of the most 
important Scout skills in this class. 

Prerequisites: 

Requirement 5  

 

Golf 

Session 2 

 

While other sports require a referee or umpire to 
officiate the rules, golf is unique in that the players police 
themselves as they play.   Scouts will learn the history, 
practice the rules, and play the game of golf.  
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Public Health 

Session 1 

Many consider public health to be an issue of the 
community, but in truth it begins with the individual; the 
health of one person can influence the health of many.  
Scouts will learn about different diseases as well as how 
they spread (and how to prevent that spread). 

 

 

Sports 

Evening (M, T) 

 

Millions of people participate in sporting events every 
year, some for the competition and some for the 
camaraderie.  Scouts will learn the best way to prepare 
and improve their sporting abilities as they track their 
physical progress throughout a season. 

Prerequisites: 

Requirements 4 and 

5  

 

Special Programs  
Need a little help getting your patrol games started?  Personal Fitness has the equipment and space for some 

friendly competition, whether that is a 1 on 1 game or a Patrol vs. Patrol challenge. 

 

Bouldering 

Wall 

Afternoon 

Evening (M, T) 

Master the art of rock climbing from the safety of a few feet above the ground.  Learn the 

proper procedure and techniques to rock climbing and see how far you can climb!  Can 

you make it all the way from one end of the wall to the other without falling? 

 

Field Games 

 

Gaga ball, basketball, volleyball, and more!  Bring your friends to the Camporee Field and 

challenge other patrols to some friendly competition.  The Personal Fitness staff will 

always be happy to lend equipment or a helping hand to get the ball rolling for your 

game. 
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Sci-Tek: 

Merit Badges 
Science + Technology = Sci-Tek!  At Sci-Tek, Scouts are given the skills necessary to build and design the future.  

Design an invention, build a model, launch a rocket, or program a robot: the future is whatever you make it to 

be at Sci-Tek.  

 

Animation 
Session 4 

 

 

The art of animation has evolved since its creation, from 
drawings to computer animation.  Scouts will learn the 
history of animation as well as techniques to make their 
animations more life-like.  By the end of the week, each 
Scout will have created an animation short of his or her 
own. 

 

 

 

 

 

Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Astronomy  
Evening (M, T) 

 

Learn about the cosmos: planets, the Moon, stars, 
galaxies, and our entire universe. Scouts will observe 
firsthand the “neighbors” in our Solar system and galaxy. 
Scouts will be required to perform sketches.  
 

Supernova Award 

 

 

Chemistry 
Session 4 

Chemistry explores how substances react with each other, 
how they change, how certain forces connect molecules, 
and how molecules are made.  

 

 

Supernova Award 

 

 

Digital Technology 
Session 3 

Technology has come a long way since Computers merit 
badge was first introduced in 1967.  This badge will teach 
Scouts about technology in the digital age. 

 

 

Nova: Designed to crunch! | Supernova Award 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 1 
(Cyber Chip) 

 

Electronics 
Session 1 

Electronics is the science that controls the behavior of 
electrons so that some type of useful function is 
performed. Today, electronics is a fast-changing and 
exciting field. 

 

NOVA Engines | NOVA Woosh! | Supernova Award 

$8 for project 

 

Fingerprinting 
Evening (M, T) 

Just like every Scout, every fingerprint is unique and has 

distinct arches, loops, and swirls.  Scouts will learn about 

and use an important technique to identify missing 

persons, amnesia victims, and others. 

 

 

 

Game Design 
Session 1 

 

The Game Design merit badge teaches planning and 
critical-thinking skills, while introducing Scouts to an 
industry that’s bigger than Hollywood. 

 

 

Nova: Shoot! | Supernova Award 
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Inventing 
Session 2 

“Necessity is the mother to all invention”. 

Scouts will be presented with real-world problems, 
creatively think of solutions, design and plan their idea and 
implement their invention. 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 8 

 

Movie Making 
Session 2 

Movie making includes the fundamentals of producing 
motion pictures.  This includes the use of effective light, 
accurate focus, careful composition (or arrangement), and 
appropriate camera movement to tell stories.  Scouts will 
also learn how to develop a story and describe other pre- 
and post-production processes necessary for making a 
quality motion picture. 

 

 

Nuclear Science 
Session 3 

The goal of nuclear science is to find out if there is one 
fundamental rule that explains how matter and forces 
interact. 

 

 

Nova: Start Your Engines | Supernova Award  

 

 

Photography 
Session 3 

Beyond capturing family memories, photography offers a 
chance to be creative! Many photographers express their 
creativity using lighting, composition, depth, color, and 
content to make their photographs into more than simple 
snapshots.  

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 1b 
(Cyber Chip) 

 

Robotics 
Block A 

Earning the Robotics merit badge requires a Scout to 
understand how robots move (actuators), sense the 
environment (sensors), and understand what to do 
(programming); Scouts will be able to demonstrate these 
skills by designing and building a robot.  

 

NOVA Shoot! | Nova: Woosh! | Supernova Award 

A notebook is 
required 

 

 

Space Exploration 
Session 4 

Follow the footsteps of other Eagle Scouts by learning the 
history and need of space exploration.  Scouts will 
construct, launch, and recover a model rocket.  

 
 

NOVA Shoot! | Nova: Start Your Engines| Supernova Award 

Scouts 13+ years 
old  
 

$9.00 for a rocket 
kit 
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Scoutcraft: 
Merit Badges 
Traditional scout skills are taught at Scoutcraft; any skill that people associate with Scouts BSA (fire building, 

orienteering, cooking, or camping) calls this area home. Learn how to be self-reliant, even when in the 

wilderness. 

 

Backpacking 
Session 4 

Scouts will learn what equipment to carry on their backs and 
what knowledge to have in their head.  Each Scout will travel far 
along the trail with minimal impact on the environment.  
Although the journey may be intense, it will most certainly be 
rewarding as well. 

A backpacking 
backpack is 
required 
 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 10 
and 11 

 

Camping  
Session 2 

  

Required for Eagle. Camping is one of the best-known methods 
of the Scouting movement.  Scouts will learn how to properly 
prepare for and execute a camping trip with his or her home 
troop.   

 
National Outdoor Awards: Camping 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 4b, 
5e, 7b, 9a, 9b 

 

Cooking 
Block A 

Required for Eagle. Two-hour session.  Plan and prepare meals 
both for yourself and your friends. Scouts will learn about food 
safety, nutritional guidelines, meal planning, and different 
methods of food preparation. 

 
National Outdoor Awards: Camping 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 4a-e 
and 6a-e 

 

 
Extra time may be 
needed 

 

Exploration 
Session 1 

Travel to the highest peak, discover the deepest of depths, find 
the undiscovered country, and go where no one has gone 
before!  In Exploration merit badge, Scouts will learn the 
history of real-life explorers before planning, preparing, and 
going on an expedition of their own. 

 

 

Fire Safety 
Evening (M, T) 

The ability to use fire safely is essential to human survival. By 
earning this merit badge, Scouts will learn how to uses fire 
safely and responsibly, how to prevent home fires, and how to 
handle fire safely. 

Prerequisites: 
Requirements 6a, 
6b, and 11 

 

Geocaching / 
Orienteering  
       Block B 

Combined class and two-hour session.  Knowing where you 
are is almost as important as knowing where you are going.  
In both Geocaching and Orienteering, Scouts will use a GPS 
(Global Positioning System) and a compass to find themselves 
along the trails of Babcock Hovey.  Finding the fun?  That’s an 
entirely different story. 

 
Nova: Designed to crunch! | National Outdoor Awards: Hiking 

A compass is 
recommended 
 

Prerequisites: 
Geocaching 
Requirements 8 
and 9 
 

Orienteering 
Requirements 8 
and 9 
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Pioneering  
Block B 

 

Pioneering is the knowledge of knots, splices, and ropes, along 
with the ability to build structures by lashing poles together.  
Scouts will work together to construct a pioneering project with 
nothing but rope and wooden poles. Scouts will require a 
familiarity with knots and lashings. 
 

National Outdoor Awards: Camping 

 

 

Signs, Signals, 
& Codes 
Session 3 

American Sign Language (ASL) is the third most used language in 
the United States. The Signs, Signals, and Codes merit badge will 
cover Morse code, ASL, Braille, signaling, trail markings, and 
other nonverbal communications. Did you know that some of 
these have even saved people’s lives? 
 

Nova: Designed to crunch! 

 

 

Wilderness 
Survival  
Block A 

Two-hour session. Now and then, the unexpected will occur.  
When things go wrong, the skills of Wilderness Survival can help 
you to survive and overcome your challenge. Scouts will be 
required to construct, sleep, and survive in a wilderness structure 
on an overnight camping trip. (Scouts should bring appropriate 
equipment such as a backpack, sleeping bag, ground cloth, and 
survival kit) 
 

National Outdoor Badge: Adventure 

Scouts 11+ years 
old 
 

Prerequisites: 
Requirement 5 

 

 

Special Programs 
The Scoutcraft area teaches the skills that make a Scout a Scout. Programs offered in the Scoutcraft area are 

designed to make Scouts and Patrols skilled in the outdoors.  

 

Totin’ Chip & 
Firem’n Chit 
Evening (M, T) 

Learn the skills to properly use and care for a knife, bow saw, and axe. This 
allows Scouts to carry and properly use wood tools.  
 

Become proficient in all the safety rules of fire. Learn how to start and build 
different kinds of fire, prepare a safe fire area, and use fire properly.  

 

Paul Bunyan 
Award 
Evening (M, T) 

If you like wielding an axe, then this award is for you!  Scouts must hold Totin’ 
Chip and show his or her skill with a three-quarter axe. Scouts must also teach 
other Scouts how to use an axe safely and complete a conservation project. 
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Shooting Sports: 
Merit Badges 
The first skills taught at Shooting Sports are safety, discipline, and respect.  After learning the proper rules of the 

range, Scouts are invited to take their best shot (literally) as they aim their sights on a further goal. 

 

Archery  
Block A or B 

Physical strength and stamina are required to be 
able to draw back the bowstring. Class time has 
been increased to 90 min to enhance the learning 
experience and allow greater range qualification 
time.  
 

NOVA Shoot! | Nova: Woosh! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Extra time may be needed 

 

Rifle Shooting  
Block A or B 

 

Challenging and time consuming, Rifle Shooting 
requires both stamina and patience.  

 

 
 

NOVA Shoot! | Nova: Woosh! 

Scouts 12+ years old 

 

 

 

 
 

Extra time may be needed 

 

Shotgun Shooting  
Block A or B 

 

Challenging and time consuming, Shotgun Shooting 
requires physical strength to hold a shotgun for 
extended shooting times. 

 

 

NOVA Shoot! | Nova: Woosh! 

Scouts 13+ years old 

 

 

 

 
 

Extra time may be needed 

 

Special Programs 
At Camp Babcock-Hovey, anyone participating at the rifle range can participate in the NRA/Winchester 

Marksmanship program.  The program involves shooting a specific number of targets and earning specified 

scores for each level.  The staff at the rifle range will score the targets for any participants whether they are in 

the rifle merit badge or simply at the range shooting as part of the afternoon program.  Individuals who have 

earned or are currently participating in the rifle merit badge program are eligible to purchase the 

NRA/Winchester rifle shooting patch at the camp trading post.  Those individuals can then qualify for the Pro-

Marksman and then the Marksman level rockers if they shoot the necessary number of targets with the 

minimum scores. 

The Camp Babcock-Hovey summer camp rifle program also participates in the NRA sponsored BSA “Postal” 

matches.  Individuals shoot a specific number of targets to participate.  All participants will receive the NRA 

match pin and the high score for the week will be recognized with an NRA belt buckle at an NRA Winchester 

patch. The high scorer for this season are will we awarded a high-quality NRA buckle and special recognition 

The camp shotgun program conducts a camp competition.  This also involves the same divisions as the rifle 

program.  During the week, any shooter who manages to hit ten out of ten targets during a round at the shotgun 

range qualifies for a “shoot-off” on Friday afternoon.  (If no one has shot ten out of ten, the staff then checks 

scores for those who shot nine out of ten, etc.)  Those who qualify for the shoot-off will then shoot another 

round of ten targets.  The winner is the individual who has the best score for that ten.  (If individuals have the 

same score, the winner will be the one whose miss was later in the round of ten.)  Winners for each division will 

receive an NRA/Winchester Marksmanship shotgun patch. 
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Black Powder / 
Muzzleloader  
Evening MT 

Scouts learn about Muzzle loading rifles, their 
history, safe shooting & compete using percussion 
long-rifles, shooting bags & powder horns on our 
unique trail range.  They load & shoot at interactive 
silhouette targets, in a hunting type scenario.  

Scouts 13+ years old 

 

Class size limited to 12 

 

Extra time may be needed 

 

 

Air Rifle (BB Gun) 
Afternoon 

Learn all shooting safely using air. Then teach 
others about shooting sports by making a table top 
display or presentation. 

No age minimum 
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Special Programs  
These are BSA National programs, portions of which can be completed at camp. This section is provided to give 

you information about what is possible through camp – while we do not provide these awards through Babcock 

Hovey directly, the opportunity to complete and earn some requirements at 

camp exists. 

National Outdoor Award 
The National Outdoor Award program recognizes Scouts for some above-

average participation in challenging outdoor activities. A combination of merit 

badges, rank, and activities qualify Scouts for hiking, aquatics, camping, 

adventure and riding awards. 

The five National Outdoor Awards badges recognize a Scout or Varsity Scout 

who demonstrates knowledge and experience in camping, hiking, aquatics, 

riding, or adventure. Scouts earning the National Outdoor Awards badges have demonstrated that he or she is 

knowledgeable, safe, and comfortable in the outdoor activity covered by the badge.  

Supernova 
If you thrive on challenge, then earning the Supernova award will be right up 

your alley. To be eligible, you must be a First Class Scout or higher. As a 

prerequisite, you must first earn any three of the four Nova awards for Scouts 

BSA. With your parent’s and unit leader’s help, you must select a council-

approved mentor who is a registered Scouter. You may NOT choose your parent 

or your unit leader (unless the mentor is working with more than one youth). 

The Supernova award recognizes superior achievement by a Scout in the fields of 

science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). All experiments or 

projects should be conducted using the highest level of safety protocol and always under the supervision of a 

qualified, responsible adult. The Scout should always have a buddy when meeting with his or her counselor and 

mentor. 

Ranger Award 
Explorations satisfy requirements for the ranger award for those youths who are also 

registered in venturing. If there is an interested Scout, we are willing and able to 

accommodate these explorations. 

High adventure and the outdoors have always been of interest to young Americans as well 

as an important part of the Scouts BSA program. Because of the attraction of high 

adventure, the Ranger Award is available to all Venturing youth members. 

The purpose of the award is to encourage Venturers to achieve a high level of outdoor 

skills proficiency; recognize achievement of this high level of outdoor skills proficiency; 

provide a path for outdoor/high-adventure skills training; and establish Rangers as a 

highly-trained leadership resource for crews, Scouts, and the community. 
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Adult Training 
Who said summer camp is just for kids?  At Babcock Hovey we have multiple opportunities for adult leaders to 

learn and grow their leadership skills.    

CPR Training (American Red Cross) 
CPR, or cardiopulmonary resuscitation, can help save a life during a cardiac or 

breathing emergency.  As a Scout, it is our mission to help other people at all 

times.  Through the American Red Cross, you will actively learn the steps and 

skills necessary to save the life of a person in need.  All participants who 

complete the training will receive the CPR training card from the American Red 

Cross.   

CPR Training is offered in Eagle Lodge (Sci-Tek) Monday evenings from 7:00-

9:00 PM.   

$15 Fee  
10 Participants Maximum. 

Introduction to Outdoor Leader Skills (Part A) 
The Introduction to Outdoor Leader Skills (IOLS) course provides Scouters with 

the confidence to take Youth into the outdoors.  This hands-on program gives 

adult leaders a practical introduction to the patrol method of a youth-led troop 

by teaching many of the practical outdoor skills they need to lead Scouts in the 

outdoors.  New leaders will learn the basic outdoor skills through First Class rank, 

and gain exposure to the patrol method and numerous teaching methods and 

learning games. 

IOLS is offered on Wednesday from 1:30 to 4:00 PM. 

Merit Badge Counselor Training 
Merit badge counselors teach Scouts a variety of skills.  There’s a badge for 

everything!  In addition to presenting a comprehensive overview of the merit 

badge program, participants will also learn about the responsibilities of a merit 

badge counselor.  This is an excellent course for both new merit badge counselors 

as well as a nice refresher for veterans. 

Merit Badge Counselor Training is offered on Wednesday from 3:15 to 4:30 PM. 

Youth Protection Training 
Scouts BSA places the greatest importance on creating the most secure 

environment possible for our youth members.  To maintain such an environment, 

Scouts BSA developed numerous procedural and leadership selection policies and 

provides parents and leaders with the skills to monitor and maintain the well-being 

of all its members, both youth and adults.   

Youth Protection Training is offered on Wednesday from 1:30 to 3:00 PM. 
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Appendix A – Hiawatha forms 
Campers Year One - Tenderfoot 

Name_________________________________ 

Troop_________________    Campsite__________________ 

 

Complete seven of the following: 

1. Complete a swim check                                                                             __________________ 

                      (Aquatics Director) 

2. Take merit badges in two different program areas                              __________________ 
 

__________________ 

           (Area Directors) 

 

3. Attend vespers                                                                                            __________________ 

                                                                                                                                            (Chaplain) 

 

4. Go on a ravine hike at Nature                                                                  __________________ 

                                                                                                                                (Nature Director) 

 

5. Tie a lashing at Scoutcraft                                                                         __________________ 

                (Scoutcraft Director) 

 

6. Shoot an arrow at Archery                                                                        __________________ 

                                                                                                                              (Archery Director) 

 

7. Make something at the NAC/Footsteps area                                        __________________ 

                                                                                                                 (NAC/Footsteps Director) 

 

8. Participate in a flag ceremony while at camp                                       __________________ 

                                                                                                                                     (Scoutmaster) 

 

9. Spend five nights at camp                                                                         __________________ 

                                                                                                                                     (Scoutmaster) 

 

10. Help build a campfire in your site                                                            __________________ 

                                                                                                                                                  (Scoutmaster) 
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Campers Year Two - Brave 

Name_________________________________ 

Troop_________________       Campsite__________________ 

 

Complete seven of the following: 

1. Complete a swim check                                                                             __________________ 

                      (Aquatics Director) 

 

2. Take 2 merit badges in Sci Teck                           __________________ 

           (Area Directors) 

 

3. Attend vespers                                                                                            __________________ 

                                                                                                                                            (Chaplain) 

 

4. Complete a Service Project      __________________ 

                                                                                                                                (Nature Director) 

 

5. Throw tomahawks at Scoutcraft     __________________ 

                (Scoutcraft Director) 

 

6. Learn the story of Big Foot      __________________ 

                                                                                                                             (Program Director) 

 

7. Take a boat out on the lake      __________________ 

                                                                                                                  (Lakefront Director) 

 

8. Participate in a flag ceremony while at camp                                       __________________ 

                                                                                                                                     (Scoutmaster) 

 

9. Do a good turn Daily       __________________ 

                                                                                                                                     (Scoutmaster) 

 

10. Participate in vespers or a campfire     __________________ 

                                                                                                                                                   (Scoutmaster) 
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Campers Year Three – True Warrior 

Name_________________________________ 

Troop_________________    Campsite__________________ 

 

Complete Nine of the following: 

1. Attend SPL Meeting       __________________ 

                      (Program Director) 

2. Take 2 merit badges at Lakefront     __________________ 

            (Area Directors) 

3. Help with Footsteps                                                                           __________________ 

                                                                                                                     (Footsteps Dir.) 

4. Complete a Service Project      __________________ 

                                                                                                                           (Nature Director) 

5. Throw tomahawks at Scoutcraft     __________________ 

                         (Scoutcraft Director) 

6. Teach the story of Big Foot      __________________ 

                                                                                                                               (Commissioner) 

7. Break 10 Clays        __________________ 

                                                                                                                (Shotgun Director) 

8. Participate in a flag ceremony while at camp                                        __________________ 

                                                                                                                          (Scoutmaster) 

9. Do a good turn Daily       __________________ 

                                                                                                                           (Scoutmaster) 

10. Participate in vespers or a campfire     __________________ 

                                                                                                                            (Scoutmaster) 

11. Earn BSA lifeguard       __________________ 

                                                                                                                (Aquatics Director) 

12. Learn what the summit Award      __________________ 

                                                                                                                (Venturer) 
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Scoutmasters Year 1 – Chieftain  
 

Name_________________________________ 

Troop__________________  Campsite____________________ 

 

Complete seven of the following: 

1. Help out at Swim Lessons                                                                         __________________ 

                      (Aquatics Director) 

 

2. Attend Scoutmasters’ Mug-up                                                                 __________________   

                                                                                                             (Camp or Program Director) 

 

3. Attend vespers                                                                                            __________________ 

                                                                                                                                            (Chaplain) 

 

4. Help out at a merit badge                                                                         __________________ 

                                                                                                                                    (Area Director) 

 

5. Play a game at Personal Fitness                                                               __________________ 

                              (PF Director) 

 

6. Properly tie a knot at Scoutcraft                                                              __________________ 

                                                                                                                          (Scoutcraft Director) 

 

7. Make something at the NAC/Footsteps area                                        __________________ 

                                                                                                                 (NAC/Footsteps Director) 

 

8. Participate in a leader-only evening program                                       __________________ 

                                                                                                                                    (Area Director) 

9. Have your troop perform a conservation project                                __________________ 

                                                                                                                                (Nature Director) 

 

10. Have your troop make a site gateway or a camp gadget                    __________________ 

                                                                                                                                  (Commissioner) 
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Scoutmasters Year 2 – Honorable Chieftain 

Name_________________________________ 

Troop__________________  Campsite____________________ 

Complete 9 of the following 

 

1. Attend Scoutmasters’ Mug-up                                                                __________________   

                      (Camp or Program Director) 

 

2. Attend vespers                                                                                            __________________ 

 (Chaplain) 

3. Visit each of the program areas     __________________ 

 [] Scoutcraft  [] Nature  [] Sci-Tek  [] Shooting  [] Aquatics (Program Director) 

 

4. Take a boat out on the lake __________________ 

 (Lakefront Staff) 

 

5. Take a nap each day __________________ 

 (Commissioner) 

 

6. Help teach a merit badge or program  __________________ 

 (Area Director) 

 

7. Attend an open shoot  __________________ 

 (Area Director) 

 

8. Soak in the pool during open swim  __________________ 

 (Area Director) 

 

9. Complete a segment of the CBH Hiker Trail  __________________ 

 (Commissioner) 

 

10. Compliment 2 meals cooked in the Dining Hall  __________________ 

 (Commissioner) 

 

11. Participate in the Polar Bear Plunge __________________ 

 (Lake Front Director) 

 

12. Enjoy a delicious treat from trading post __________________ 

 (TP Clerk) 
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Scoutmasters Year 3 – Venerable Chieftain 

Name_________________________________ 

Troop__________________  Campsite____________________ 

Complete 9 of the following 

 

1. Attend Raccoon Work Weekend                                                             __________________ 
  (Camp or Program Director) 

 

2. Help with the CIT Program __________________ 
 (Chaplain) 

3. Visit each of the program areas     __________________ 
 [] Scoutcraft  [] Nature  [] Sci-Tek  [] Shooting  [] Aquatics (Program Director) 
 

4. Take a boat out on the lake __________________ 
 (Lakefront Staff) 
 

5. Take a nap each day __________________ 
 (Commissioner) 
 

6. Help teach a merit badge or program  __________________ 
 (Area Director) 
 

7. Attend an open shoot  __________________ 
 (Area Director) 
 

8. Soak in the pool during open swim  __________________ 
 (Area Director) 
 

9. Complete a segment of the CBH Hiker Trail  __________________ 
 (Commissioner) 
 

10. Compliment 2 meals cooked in the Dining Hall  __________________ 
 (Commissioner) 
 

11. Participate in the Polar Bear Plunge __________________ 
 (Lake Front Director) 
 

12. Enjoy a delicious treat from trading post __________________ 
 (TP Clerk) 
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2019 Daily Camp Schedule 
 Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

6:30 AM  Polar Bear  

7:00 AM  Reveille 

  Waiter Call 7:35 

7:45 AM  Assembly @ 7:40 – Flags @ 7:50 

8:00 – 8:30  Breakfast Assembly 

   Breakfast 

to go 
9:00 – 9:45 

 
Session 1 

  

9:45 – 10:30 
 

Session 2 
Site 

Checks 

 

       

10:40 – 11:25 
 

Session 3 
 Camp 

Closes 
11:25 – 12:10 

 
Session 4 

  

 Camp Opens Waiter Call 12:15  

12:20 – 1:00 12:00 – 3:30 

Check-in 

Med Check 

Swim Check 

Site Set Up 

Camp Tours 

Lunch 
 

 

 
Siesta 

 

  

2:00 – 2:45 

Afternoon Program 

 

 

3:00 – 3:45 
 

3:30 – 5:00 

ATV Safety 

Briefing 

Nature Area 

 

4:00 – 4:45 
 

 

       

 Waiter Call 5:35  Waiter Call 5:35  

5:45 Assemble @ 5:40 – Flags @ 5:45  Flags  

6:00 – 7:00 Dinner Iron Chef 

Competition 

Dinner  

 SM @ Penn 

Yan 

SPL - Eagle 

     

7:15 – 8:30 
Evening Merit Badges 

Monday / Tuesday 

“THE EVENT” 
 

Woodstock 

Wednesday 

Vespers 

@ Chapel 

  

Assemble @ 

7:45 on the 

Parade Field 

for Campfire 

Assemble 

@ 7:45 on 

the 

Parade 

Field for 

Campfire 

 

Footsteps 

Campfire, 

Field 

Games, 

and Jam 

Session  

 

 

        

9:45 Call to Quarters  

10:00 Taps  

 


